About us

What we do
For over 50 years, we’ve
pioneered life saving
research. And already, we’ve
helped halve the number of
people dying from heart and
circulatory disease in the
UK. Tomorrow, we’ll break
new ground, create new
treatments, discover new
cures. So one day, we’ll beat
heart disease for good.

Our contribution

Our impact

• W
 e are the biggest independent
funder of heart and circulatory disease
research in the UK, funding more than
half of all research in this area. We aim
to fund £100m of new research each year.

• S tatins save over 7,000 lives each year
in the UK. BHF-funded research has
been key in demonstrating their
benefits in preventing heart attack
and stroke.

• Right now we are funding over 1,000
research projects, investigating every
aspect of heart and circulatory disease.

• T ens of thousands of families now
have access to genetic testing for
dangerous conditions like familial
hypercholesterolaemia, thanks to
research and testing schemes
funded by the BHF.

• We have over 25,000 volunteers
working to support us in our shops
and running events that power our
life saving research.

Cardiovascular disease kills one
person every 3 minutes in the UK

Less than 1 in 10 people survive an
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in the UK
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For over 50 years our research has saved lives.
We’ve broken new ground, revolutionised
treatments and transformed care.
But heart and circulatory disease still kills one
in four people in the UK.

Our strategy
to 2020:
Three years on

That’s why we need you.

Our Challenge

7 million people are living with heart
and circulatory disease in the UK

7

Why we’re here
We fight. For an end to
heart disease, for an end
to the devastation. We
fight for every heartbeat,
everywhere. Until we win.

• W
 e have trained millions of people
in CPR, meaning more people will feel
empowered to intervene when they
witness somebody experiencing
a cardiac arrest.

• A
 s part of a global collaboration,
BHF-funded researchers have helped
change the way coronary heart
disease and heart attacks are treated,
influencing major health guidelines,
and saving millions of lives across
the world.

• W
 e support a network of more
than 3,500 healthcare professionals
providing support and guidance
to people living with heart and
circulatory disease.

• G
 overnments and health bodies in
the UK and around the world are now
taking serious action towards reducing
health inequality, thanks to a study
we helped fund.

Our Values
We will be brave, compassionate, driven and informed in our fight for every heartbeat.

With your support, your time, your donations,
our research will beat heart disease for good.

Text FIGHT to 70080 to donate £3*

Message from our
Chief Executive

Simon Gillespie
We at the British Heart Foundation are
making fantastic progress in the fight
against heart disease. Since launching
our Strategy in 2014, we are well on our
way to realising our ambitions, funding
£100m of life saving research each year
and successfully launching a translational
research programme that bridges the
gap between lab-based science and new
treatments for patients.
As the biggest independent funder of heart and circulatory
disease research in the UK, and one of the biggest in the
world, the BHF is a global leader. We are funding over 1,000
critical research projects seeking to make breakthroughs
across all aspects of heart and circulatory disease. To achieve
this, we support six Centres of Research Excellence across
the UK, providing vital infrastructure for our world-class
researchers. We also engage in innovative collaborations
with experts and institutions around the world.
Our research has led to the development of new drugs,
treatment guidelines, policy changes and scientific resources
that have improved the lives of millions of patients and
families within the UK and beyond. BHF research has led
to the creation of coronary care units, has contributed to
the Whitehall Study that uncovered the link between social
factors and heart health, and has informed the development
of WHO guidelines and targets for heart disease.
We are currently supporting over 3,500 frontline healthcare
professionals to improve care and support for people
living with and at risk of heart and circulatory disease.
Our efforts mean that hundreds of people each year are
being diagnosed with the debilitating inherited heart condition
familial hypercholesterolaemia, or FH, enabling them to get
treatment earlier and lowering their risk of early heart disease.
The programme has the potential to save thousands of lives
in the UK alone. Through our Nation of Lifesavers campaign
we train over half a million people across the country in CPR
each year, empowering them to take life saving action when
they witness somebody experiencing a cardiac arrest.

*This is a charity donation service for the BHF. Texts cost £3 + 1 standard rate msg. The BHF will receive 100%
of your donation to fund our life saving research. To opt out of calls and SMS, text NOCOMMS BHF to 70060.
Or if you have any questions about your gift call 02032827863.
© British Heart Foundation 2016, a registered charity in England and Wales (225971) and Scotland (SC039426)

These achievements are all the more encouraging when we
consider the challenges facing both the BHF and the charity
sector as a whole. We are operating against a backdrop of
declining public trust in charities and an uncertain economic
outlook, and for this reason I am immensely proud that the
BHF has remained one of the most trusted charities in the UK.
We will always work hard to maintain the public's confidence
in us, and are enormously grateful for their continuing support.
Alongside our charitable achievements, we have developed
as a BHF team and are on the way to realising our ambition to
be a world-class organisation. We are investing in developing
our people into senior leaders and are embracing technology
and digital advancements so that we can provide a truly
exceptional experience for our supporters and customers.
In view of these achievements, I am confident that we will
successfully deliver on our core mission to tackle heart disease
by maintaining our investment in research and translating our
efforts into improved outcomes for patients. We are leading –
and will continue to lead – the fight for every heartbeat.
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OUR STRATEGIC THEMES AND HOW THEY FIT TOGETHER

RESEARCH

AMBITIONS
Research is at the heart of everything we do.
Since the launch of our Strategy to 2020, we
have undertaken a major review of our research
activities, during which we engaged a multitude
of stakeholders including our staff & trustees,
patients and the research community. The review
culminated in the launch of our new Research
Strategy, which was published in November 2015.
We now have three clear goals that we are
working towards. These will ensure we build
upon our proud legacy and deliver even more
life saving research.

Plans

Plans

1. W
 e will take the findings of our
research and implement them in
clinical settings, delivering the best
possible outcomes for patients and
widespread adoption of best practice.

1. W
 e will engage the public, including
through our network of shops,
ensuring that research is recognised
as the solution to the suffering caused
by heart disease.

2. W
 e will increase the rate of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) and defibrillation through
our Nation of Lifesavers campaign
reaching more schools and
communities than ever before.

2. W
 e will develop a stronger,
more influential voice with senior
decision-makers in government
and the NHS.

3. W
 e will provide information
and guidance to everyone
affected by heart disease and
empower patients and healthcare
professionals to join our fight.

LISTEN, ENGAGE,
INFLUENCE

£100m

We invest £100m in
research each year

Plans
We have made significant progress
towards our goal of funding £500 million
of research by 2020 and are now in a
position to begin new initiatives without
impacting on our commitment to early
stage discovery science.
1. W
 e will continue to invest in people,
adapt our grants to support women
in research and attract the most
talented scientists from around the
world to fight against all forms of
heart and circulatory disease.
2. W
 e will target unmet need, increasing
the impact of our research through
a wider portfolio incorporating
informaticians, nurses and allied
healthcare professionals, and will
build capacity in under-developed
research areas, including cardiac
and vascular surgery and congenital
heart disease.
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Goals

Goals

1. T o understand the social, genetic,
cellular and molecular causes of
heart and circulatory disease.

1. T o increase the rate of early
diagnosis and effective treatment
of all types of heart disease.

2. T o discover better ways of preventing,
diagnosing and treating heart and
circulatory disease.

2. T o increase survival rates
from acute events.

3. T o enhance translation of these
research discoveries into better
patient care.

3. T o support patients and
their carers in the management
of their condition.

1,000

We currently fund
over 1,000 research
projects across
the UK

FOLD INWARDS TOWARDS SPINE

PREVENTION,
SURVIVAL & SUPPORT

INSIDE BACK COVER

Goals

1. W
 e will continue to invest in our
core systems to provide reliable
and seamless services, as well
as introducing smarter working
principles to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of our organisation.

1. T o run our operations and
processes in the most efficient
and cost-effective way possible.
2. T o maximise the use and impact
of information and technology.

2. W
 e will continue to nurture a
culture of high performance in an
environment that supports and
promotes health and wellbeing.

3. T o attract and retain high-quality
staff and volunteers who share
our values and believe passionately
in our vision.

3. W
 e will provide staff and volunteers
with the leadership and support they
need to reach their potential and win
the fight against heart disease.

Ambitions

Goals
1. T o work with national and regional
governments to make heart disease
a priority for politicians and senior
NHS decision-makers.
2. T o actively engage patients,
supporters and volunteers, health
and research professionals, staff,
and our partners to inform
and shape our work.
3. T o increase public perception
that heart disease is a real and
pressing problem that needs
to be addressed now.

25,000

We have 25,000
volunteers supporting
our work

We aspire to be world-class in everything we do. That means
attracting and retaining the best people, and running our
organisation in the most efficient way possible. For our staff,
we will be focusing on nurturing talent, increasing engagement,
maintaining the best operational standards and ensuring smarter
working. We will strive to make sure that all of our volunteers are
placed in the right role, receive the right experience and support,
and feel informed and passionate about our work.

GROW INCOME
Ambitions
We will engage with the public and our supporters
and explore innovative new approaches to growing
our income. The BHF does not receive any regular
government funding and we are therefore dependent
on our supporters. We want to increase the amount we
invest in our life saving research and have an even bigger
impact, which means we need to raise more funds for
our cause than ever before. Our ambition is to increase
our sustainable income by £30m per year by 2020. To
achieve this ambition we need to adapt and enhance
our traditional income streams in retail and fundraising,
and explore completely new ways to generate income.

WORLD-CLASS
ORGANISATION

We are committed to running our organisation efficiently and
effectively, which means making the most of our generous donations
through careful planning and monitoring; ensuring we manage risk
effectively and have robust assurance and compliance functions;
and that we take advantage of the benefits of new technology.

Plans
Goals

Ambitions
We take the findings from research and
use them to drive the best possible patient
outcomes in clinical settings, the community and
at home. Our approach to Prevention, Survival and
Support drives the implementation of research into
practice through piloting innovative approaches
to heart and circulatory healthcare. We act as a
catalyst for system change, empowering healthcare
professionals, patients and their carers. Our ambition
is to prevent suffering and reduce premature deaths
from heart disease in the UK, and to improve support
for patients, their families and carers.

We have over 730
shops across the UK

3. We will enhance our physical and
digital touchpoints ensuring our
supporters' experience meets their
expectations.

Ambitions
Our efforts to improve front-line services and
protect the UK’s research environment are
supported by effective engagement; we will listen
to patients and influence key decision-makers.
Our fight for every heartbeat is made even more
powerful by working with and connecting our BHF
communities. Our impact is greatest when we are
able to engage decision-makers to support our
fight, and when our supporters are empowered and
motivated to help us promote our efforts in fighting
heart disease. We will engage with patients and other
key stakeholders to shape our activities. We will work
with national and regional governments to build and
maintain support for heart disease research, and will
influence senior decision-makers within the wider
health sector to promote the implementation
of research discoveries into clinical practice.

730

Plans

1. T o grow our annual net income
by 20%, to £150m, by 2020.
2. T o adapt and enhance our existing
fundraising activities to maximise
our income from these sources.
3. T o explore new ways to generate
income and build these into
sustainable income streams
by 2020.

1. W
 e will drive new retail shop formats
and online retail platforms.
2. W
 e will develop and enhance
supporter journeys and drive forward
digital innovation in fundraising.
3. W
 e will explore new income streams
within our existing areas of fundraising
and retail, and also search for new
areas and innovative ways to generate
income.

1 million

We have trained over
1 million people in CPR
through our Nation
of Lifesavers
campaign
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